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A while ago I posted on Facebook the scan of a page from A. M. Ch’och’ua & V. Maan’s

1935 primer Apswa Byzshwa ‘Abkhaz Language’ as an illustration of the script in used at that

time. One viewer commented that he found it easier to read than the current, Cyrillic-based

orthography. This gave me the idea of presenting a short text written in the different scripts

that have been employed over the decades since an orthography was first devised for the

language in the second half of the 19th century. The problem was finding a text published in

all of the said varieties.

Despite the difficulties let us begin with the tale entitled Aq’yz ‘The Goose’. Ch’och’ua

included this text in his 1968 Sobranie Sochinenij v 3-x Tomax. Tom Pervyj [Collection of

Works in 3 Volumes. First Volume], as recapitulated in this scan:

The Goose (Ch’och’ua 1968 p.100)

If one were writing this today, it would read as follows1:

1 There are 3 examples of the sequence -a.wa-, where -a- is part of the verbal root and -wa- the Dynamic marker,
in 1968, which suggests influence from the northern Bzyp dialect, whereas in the standard (Abzhywa) literary
dialect this sequence is articulated as [ɔ], as seen in the 2024 rendering.



The Goose (2024 orthography)

Аҟыз

Ҟызк ӡсо аӡы ихын. Аӡы иахьхыз ус иҽхəон:

“Сзакə ҧсаа(тə)2 ссирузеи, мшəан, сара! Избан акəзар, адгьыл аҟны сныҟəоит, аӡаҟны

сыӡсоит, ажəҩанахь схаланы сҧыруеит. Иҟам адунеи аҿы сара сеиҧш3 даҽа ҧсаатəк.”

Аҟыз шыҽхəоз арбаҕь иаҳан, ус анаҳəеит:

“Баша уҽхəоиг акəымзар, ахьшь еиҧш узыҧыруам, аҧсыӡ еиҧш узыӡ(ы)сом, абынҽа

еиҧш узыҩуам. Акы бзианы иудыруазар еиҕьуп, ирацəаны инакӡамкəа4 аҵкьыс.”

These two versions can now be compared with the one included by Ch’och’ua and Maan in

their afore-mentioned 1935 primer with its roman-based script:

The Goose (Ch’och’ua 1935)

4 Preferably инагӡамкəа, as written in the scan from the 1935 publication below.
3 Is сеҧш in 1968 a typo for сеиҧш, as in both the 2024 and 1935 variants (see below)?
2 The form ҧсаатə ‘bird’, as used later in the text, is preferable.



The first observation one can make is that the first owner of the booklet (the German-?Czech

linguist Karl Bouda, from whose estate it passed to the late Winfried Boeder, who in turn

gave it to me) made some insertions5, including the addition of the grave accent to mark

stress, a practice greatly to be recommended for ANY Abkhaz script! One also sees at a

glance that, although most of the characters are taken from the roman alphabet, there are

several additions whose phonetic value it would be impossible to work out without

background knowledge. A phonetic transcription, based on the 2024 version, would be (with

stress marked in bold):

Phonetic transcription (2024)

q’əzk’ dzsɔ adzə jəχən. adzə jaχjχəz wəs jəʈʂχwɔn:

szakw’ psa: s:iru:zej, mʃwan, sara! jəzban akw’zar, adgjəl aq’nə snəqw’ojt’, adzaq’nə sədzsojt’,

aʒwanaχj sχalanə spərwejt’. jəq’am adu:nej aʈʂ’ə sara sejpʂ daʈʂa psa:tw’k’.

aq’əz ʂəʈʂχwɔz arbaʁj jaħan wəs anaħwejt’:

baʂa wəʈʂχwojt’ akw’əmzar, aχjʃ ejpʂ wəzəpərwam, apsədz ejpʂ wəzədz(ə)sɔm6, abənʈʂa ejpʂ

wəzəɥwam. ak’ə bzianə ju:dərwazar ejʁju:p’ jəratɕwanə jənagdzamkw’a ats’kj’əs.

Translation

A goose was on the water swimming. From its position on the water it was boasting:

‘What a lovely bird, after all, am I! The reason being I walk on the ground, on water I swim, I

fly up to the sky. There is not in the world another bird like me.’

As the goose was boasting, a cockerel heard it and spoke to it like this:

‘You boast in vain, considering that you can’t fly like a hawk, you can’t swim like a fish, you

can’t run like a hind. Better you know one thing well than many things imperfectly/without

accomplishing them.’

Between the roman-based orthography of our 1935 text and the current version of the

Cyrillic-based one in use since 1954 (sc. following the demise in 1953 of Stalin and Beria

and the lifting of their anti-Abkhazian policy), a Georgian-based script had been introduced

in 1938 and used for a few publications until publishing (and teaching) of Abkhaz was

banned in 1945 – see the Appendix. I have been unable to find our text in this

Georgian-based orthography, and so to illustrate it I offer a page from Dmitri Gulia’s 1939

6 Comparison omitted in 1935.
5 Indeed he added right at the start the word zny ‘once (upon a time)’, which often begins a story.



Collection of Abkhazian Proverbs, Riddles, Tongue-twisters, Homonyms and Homographs,

Folk Guides to the Weather, Charms and Curses, where we have 9 riddles accompanied by

the Russian translation:

Nine Abkhazian Riddles in Georgian Script

(published in 1939)

In Gulia’s collected works (in 6 volumes) published in the 1980s these 9 conundra can be

found on p. 188 of volume 5 in the post-1954 script. I repeat it here:



Nine Abkhazian Riddles in Georgian Script

(published in 1985)



If one carefully compares the 1985 and 2024 versions of the script, one will see that

labialisation of velars and uvulars is today marked by ‘ə’ and no longer by ‘у’, hence: the 4th

puzzle has дхəахəоу instead of дхуахуоу, and аӡахəа instead of аӡахуа; the 6th has имикəа

instead of имикуа; the 8th has хəарҭас instead of хуарҭас. To give a flavour of the original

Abkhaz, I now transcribe and gloss condundra 2, 6 and 8 (with stresses marked in bold).

Conundrum 2

a.mp’ər-a.mp’ər ʃa+p’ə ø.z.ts’a.w [zts’o:] a.dəʁadʒa

ART.lump-ART.lump foot it.which.beneath.NON-FIN/STAT/PRES ART.holly

tw’əɥa ø.z.χa.w [zχo:] (a.rbaʁj)

horn it.which.above.NON-FIN/STAT/PRES (the.cockerel)

‘That beneath which are two lumpy feet (and) that on top of which is a horn of holly.

(Cockerel)’

Conundrum 6

jə.mə.j.ø,kw’a jə.psə.ø.z

who/which.not.be-born.PAST.NEG-ABSOL who/which.die.PAST.NON-FIN

(Adam)

‘The one who died without having been born. (Adam)

Conundrum 8

w.axj.tsa.ø.lakj’ jə.wə.tsə.w [jəwətsu:]

you-MASC.where.go.PAST-INDEF who/which.you-MASC.with.NON-FIN/STAT/PRES

wə.q’a+z+ʃa ø.q’a.z.ts’a.wa [q’azts’ɔ]

your-MASC.manner it.PREV.who/which.do.DYN-NON-FIN-PRES

χwa+rta.s z.χə ø.wə.zə.m.ta.wa [wəzəmtɔ]

help-ADV whose.head/self it.to-you-MASC-who/which.not.give.DYN-NON-FIN-PRES

(wə.gaga)

‘What is with you wherever you go, what does/imitates your manner(ism), (but) which gives

you nothing of itself by way of help/profit/advantage. (Your shadow)’

Prior to the roman-based script illustrated above one should note that in the mid-1920s the

idiosyncratic Georgian-Scot philologist Nik’o Marr had devised a weird method of writing

language which he employed in his 1926 Abxazo-Russkij Slovar’ (Abkhaz-Russian

Dictionary) and which V. Kukba and A. Khashba used in their 1928 Russko-Abxazskij



Obratnyj Slovar’ (Russian-Abkhaz Reverse Dictionary) reproduced in Kukba’s 2007

Izbrannye Trudy (Selected Works), but perhaps the less said about that the better!

The first attempt to devise a script for Abkhaz was made by the eminent soldier-linguist

Baron Pjotr von Uslar for representing the language in the first of his series of

monograph-grammars of Caucasian languages, which was his description of Abkhaz that first

appeared in lithographic form in 1861 and then in a printed version in 1887 – Ètnografija

Kavkaza. Jazykoznanie. Abxazskij Jazyk” (Ethnography of the Caucasus. Linguistics. Abkhaz

Language). Uslar and other early commentators worked on the Bzyp dialect, phonetically

richer than the Abzhywa dialect which became the basis of the literary language in the 1920s,

and it took a number of refinements over the years by such activists as Dmitri Gulia and

Konstantin Machavariani before all phonemes were identified and this orthography was

perfected. In 2013 Sukhum published a de-luxe facsimile of a 1912 publication in Tbilisi that

featured Gulia’s poems and short humorous verses (Ажəеинраалақəеи Ахьӡыртəрақəеи)

with the addition on facing pages of graph-by-graph transcriptions in the modern Abkhaz

script to help readers unfamiliar with what was in use a century before. To give an idea of

what written Abkhaz looked like in the early years of the 20th century I present a scan of the

poem Ааҧын (Spring):

Gulia’s Poem ‘Spring’ as written in 1910 (with modern transcription)



The poem, composed in 1906, was included in the first volume of Gulia’s collected works

(1981, p. 51). For the sake of completeness I now also present a scan from this publication,

where, of course, labialisation of velar and uvular fricatives and plosives is marked by ‘y’.

The English translation is:

After wintertime it’s springtime,

After sowing it’s weeding-time,

After resting it’s time to do some work,

After outlay it’s time for some gain.

At springtime there emerges beauty,

All fields turn green,

The birds return,

They sort out their domains.

Workers get ready,

They plough the fields,

They carry out early sowings,

They lay firm fencing around them.

May your work go well, you labourers of the field,

You who toil exuding sweat,

You who sow with great exertion,

You who nurture the helpless!

Gulia’s Poem ‘Spring’ as presented in volume 1 of his collected works (1981)





This brief survey of writing-practices gives readers an idea of how Abkhaz has looked in

print from the earliest times to the present day.

Appendix

Table of the post-Stalin Cyrillic-based script for Abkhaz alongside its Georgian-based

predecessor (from newspaper Sabch’ota Apxazeti ‘Soviet Abkhazia’ 3 April 1954)



Abbreviations

ABSOL = absolute

ADV = adverb

ART = article

DYN = dynamic

MASC = masculine

NEG = negative

NON-FIN = non-finite

PAST-INDEF = past-indefinite

PRES = present

PREV = preverb

STAT = stative
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